PRESS RELEASE ON
THE VISIT OF H.E. MRS. NADEZHDA NEYNSKY,
AMBASSADOR OF THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA TO THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY

H.E. Mrs. Nadezhda Neynsky, Ambassador of the Republic of Bulgaria to the Republic of Turkey, paid a visit to the BSEC Headquarters on 15 February 2019, where she was received by the BSEC PERMIS Secretary General, Ambassador Michael B. Christides and the First Deputy Secretary General, Ambassador Selim Yenel.

Ambassadors Christides and Yenel informed their guest on the activities, achievements and plans of the BSEC Organization and responded to the latter’s relevant questions. Among other they discussed the possibility of organizing a meeting for EU and other Ambassadors of third countries, during the forthcoming visit of Ambassador Christides to Ankara (27 February 2019), in order to inform the guests on the latest developments concerning BSEC.

Ambassador Neynsky gladly agreed to host a working breakfast in the premises of the Bulgarian Embassy in Ankara for the Ambassadors of EU Member States, as well as for Ambassadors of States that enjoy the observer or structural-dialogue-partner status with the BSEC Organization, in order to brief them about the most important recent and forthcoming activities of the Organization.”